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Overview
“The lithic [stone] is tangled in narrative: prod as well as hindrance, ally as well as foe, a provocative
and complicit agency. In medieval exegesis stone’s story often ends once it becomes a symbol for the
divine, so that like all created substances rock yields a reminder of ‘a God beyond human categories’ .
. .beyond the world in unimaginable and unanalyzable darkness or light.”1 Although the lithic is beyond
our comprehension in so many ways, we still tend to leave it in the familiar ambiguity of bygone days.
Humans simply were not present for its accumulation, and rely on scientific theories of its origins and
characteristics to provide an effortless faith in its immortality.
What is there to know or experience with stones other than their static life? We mine, quarry, and
assemble this material as if it will never move; as if it is suddenly fixed in its current state after
millennia of geological structuring, when we are actually neglecting the imperceivable life it possesses.
“It may indeed be said that life is enfolded in the totality and that, even when it is not manifest, it is
somehow ‘implicit’ in what we generally call a situation in which there is no life.”2 Static and stoic are
typically prescribed characteristics of stone, yet this is primarily due to its supine life. They inhabit a
realm of time almost completely separate from this world, so much so, that they stand as icons and
memorials in proxy for even more things humans do not understand.
While stones and mountains allow us to make relationships in our minds, acting as datums to which
we can compare others velocity to, this investigation argues that stones are alive and always changing.
With the acceptance of them as an active participant in our urban spaces, bifurcation of human and
non-human becomes obsolete. What are these qualities that allow us to do so, and what if it could
be possible to see or feel them? Would that change our response to it...and in what form would it be,
temporal or cinematic?
Stones are mysterious, erotic narcissists in many ways, evading the concrete logic humans place them
within. Their phenomenological qualities are difficult to define or even fathom, projecting them beyond
the perception of simple immobility, stasis. In speaking of human-lithic enmeshment, Jeffrey Jerome
Cohen states that, “material ‘contexts’ are seldom passive, leaving a tangible impress as they intensify,
curb, break relations. The lithic has for too long served as an allegory for nature stilled into resource.”3
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Image: Sisyphus and the Rock, by artist
Marian Maguire

Looking beyond the lens of it as a static resource, it is clearly vivacious in its own nature and a
form of life, rather than simply ecological substrate. “If stone is not just that of which we are certain
(foundation of thought systems as well as houses, an imperturbable solid upon which we build our
truths), but a material inexhaustible in its mystery and provocative in its vitality (a substance and force
so much more ancient, so much denser and more powerful than parvenu [humans]), then shouldn’t
our relations to stone move beyond the utilitarian and the dominating to become at once more hesitant
and gregarious?”4
Many artists, architects, ancient philosophers, and theorists have encountered this object only to
understand it in part, and never usurping its power. Homer’s The Myth of Sisyphus is an exceptional
metaphor of man’s relationship with the immortal world, and within it, stone. Accomplices in carrying
out the fate of King Sisyphus, this facet of the lithic is one which we most immediately understand: its
seeming immortality. As seen in the image on the opposite page, the timescales of human and nonhuman collide in this story of pursuit through time.
After defying the gods, Sisyphus, the cunning king of Corinth, was punished in Hades by having
repeatedly to roll a huge stone up a hill only to have it roll down again as soon as he had brought
it to the summit. His laborious and futile chore was given to him after finally dying a second time
and descending to the underworld afterlife.5 In what can be referred to as sisyphean complex, our
interactions with geological entities, is relatively futile. To view human and non-human at the same
scale, man would be so minute that it may appear he/she had not existed at all. Yet, what we refer to
as the geological timescale is still only one facet of stones’ relationship with humans.
It is in a forensic manner that we must approach the spatiotemporal qualities of stone, and granite
even moreso. This thesis is an inquiry into this perception, through a unique material whose life
stretches to reside on either side of us in the spatiotemporal forms of life, granite. This conglomerate
of materials embodies interesting characteristics, not only developing from a liquid mamga into a
deposited solid upon the earth’s surface,6 but also harvesting cells from biological bodies at speeds
faster than humans can perceive or feel. Granite, in this singular statement, sets up what may seem at
first an aporia of timescales, yet its dynamicies allow for alacrity.

As humans we are limited to a human experience of our environment. We can only perceive at the
speed of the blink of an eye, and no faster, and can only experience at the length of our lives, and no
longer. When something is within our limited range of perception, we are still held to a fathomable
size of object or interactions. This scenario of a framed perception is what we may refer to as our
environment, yet it is a tiny portion or, single snapshot in time, of the actual life happening around
humans. We may view this as being similar to cinema, or, reverse cinema, in that energetic particles
are ejected from the surface, and not projected onto it. This one scale of time can give us the model
for the other two: the life of the lithic, and the human interruption into it, vise-versa.
Contemporary architectural interventions supply several nonhuman components, adding to the “world
patched together by a wide range of differentiated, variable, and erratic processes in which the human
and non-human are hard to distinguish.”7 Sites consisting of granite are similar in this sense, with ties
through space and time in: geology, physics, chemistry, and theory, immersing us in a furious field of
activity. A datum in this spatial data field must not be retrospective, or speculative, but a live-time
cinema of the compression of timescales and correlations of both past and future, triggered from the
present.
This investigation seeks to detect sources of the quantitative granite anomalies through various
methods and use available resources to allow for an immersive, qualitative, and perhaps didactic
experience, which will build a conceptual foundation for design of the in-between spaces made by
the negative form of granite architectures. This thesis is about timescales and lenses by which to view
them in partnership. With lenses are assumed perceptions, ones that define the understanding of the
object in the viewfinder of the landscape, and in this case, the timescales which will be addressed in
the following three phases:

Phase 01
Background : Geological Time

Phase 02

Registration : Atomic Time

Phase 03

Where We Are : Human Time
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“After the bedrock of reality reveals its unrelenting slide, then perception, cognition, and environmental sensibilities shift.
The nature of nature changes.” - Jeffrey Jeromey Cohen9
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Phase 01

Background : Geological Time
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Abstract
To understand an object . . .beyond the world in unimaginable and unanalyzable darkness or light,
it is crucial to start at the very beginning of its existence, or as proximate as possible. It is by the
aforementioned forensic lens which this history must be viewed, to then be carried throughout, and
built upon in later phases of this thesis. Its alacrity in both the seen and the unseen gives granite an
elusiveness along its macro-timescale.
At the present moment a snapshot in time is given, where this material may be studied and speculatively
viewed through time. Yet, given shifting circumstances through its environment, granite is similar to
any other object in the landscape, effected by entropy. One can boldly say that “anything occupying
space also transforms through time,”1 but humans are still held to a human perception of time, which
is relative. This perception is why people may notice the current asymptotic motion in the environment,
i.e. relative sea-level rise and carbon emissions, etcetera. Geologic time is different; geologic time is
deep time.
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Photo montage of Concord, NH quarry and architecture it
was used to assemble (Library of Congress in this case)

Introduction

Methods

In this phase, primary foundations of understanding are established in order to better translate and
understand the characteristics of the granite humans quarry, specifically the macro timescales it
operates on (geologic time). Scientific theories and case studies will be analyzed and diagrammed in
order to build an armature of logic for following studies. Geographic areas of interest will be assessed
and mapped in accordance to related timescales of granite characteristics.

1. Research the origins of granite
2. Map the overlapping timescales of granite and humans
3. Review historic precedents of granite uses and their sources

New England is the ideal platform to study granite. New Hampshire, in particular, is a great site to
study this material, as it is the location of numerous architectural stone quarries used in the landscape
architecture and architectural design professions. For the purposes of this study, wherever the term
granite is used it in its reference to the binary granite strain in Concord, New Hampshire, Concord
Grey granite.2 This specimen has been selected for its strength and widespread use in architectural
construction globally.
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Ascension
Typically depicted as a stable and permanent object, stones are colloquially referred to in describing
archaic or immobile objects in our idioms (i.e. etched in stone, you cannot get blood out of a stone, etc).
Yet in these phrases we are only partially correct, since it is truly an incredibly slow organism; they are
simply standing in proxy for the true definition of what we are thinking of. While some extractions mine
only pure minerals, “as a granular, crystalline igneous rock, granite is a conglomerate of many different
minerals.”3 Being a conglomerate by nature, it is the result of being melted into a massing of stone as
it rose to the earth’s surface and solidified. The Devonian Acadian transpression was a slow process
marked with the catastrophic events of ascension and placement of granite. Aligning with the theories
of geologic origins, the characteristics of the lateral expression found in mountain ranges developed
as this transgression occurred.4
Granite is generated through the geologic process of transgression, an action of decompressionmelting during the uplift of the earth’s plates. For over a century, geologists have been grappling with
the problem of how large volumes of molten rock are emplaced within the solid Earth. This problem
has still not been entirely resolved. Granite magma must make room for itself or be intruded into other
rocks. Geologists have conceived several mechanisms to explain this process of how large batholiths
have been emplaced. Emplacement mechanisms include:
Stoping: the granite cracks the wall rocks and pushes upward as it removes blocks of the overlying
crust.
Diapirism: the granite of lower density causes relative buoyancy and pushes upward, warping and
folding the rock above it.
Assimilation: the granite melts its way up into the crust, thereby removing overlying material.
Inflation: the granite body inflates under pressure and is injected into position.
Most geologists today accept that a combination of these processes may operate to produce granite
intrusions, as no single mechanism provides an adequate explanation.5
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Ascension of granite magma, forming the mountains we
know it as today

Global historic architectures of granite
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While the process of liquid ascension to our realm of the earth is relatively unclear, it obviously
predates the existence of humans. In this sense, limiting granite to only a catalogued material limits
the perception of its life greatly. Not only a work horse that allows our cities to outlive us, this stone is
something we are in partnership with daily; think about King Sisyphus’ labors again. Even when seen in
physical form, this snapshot of its life is only a moment in 350-400 million years according to present
research.6
Granite has been quarried, cut, and assembled for millennia in the construction of what are acclaimed
as the world’s greatest civilizations, yet even before our encountering it, it existed. As a naturally
architectural material, granite gives people sites to hike and recreate upon, to ascend above the
treeline to promontories of spiritual encounters. As a man made architectural material, it is durable
beyond our lives, and allows for the strongest foundations and elaborate sculptures.
It is true to say that the specific strain of Concord Grey is also existing on a timescale that is millennia
times millennia long, much longer than can be humanly fathomed. Using the sculptural figure to the
right as a tool for a mental image [of the lithic in a human form], we can develop a quick scalar view of
this unfathomable relationship between humans and granite. If the average human height of six feet is
used as a datum, translating the timescales of geological and human to measured height would look
like this:
Human timescale: 80 years/6 feet tall
Geological timescale: 400 million years/5,680 miles tall
The Appalachian Mountain chains in the United States, is a colossal natural architecture that stretches
2,200 miles from Maine to Georgia. These mountains are the result of aforementioned continental
transgression. The granite that composes this range, made its debut on the earth’s surface through
stoping, diapirism, assimilation, and/or inflation processes,7 pushing and pulling the crust into the
landscape that people see today.
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Image: Appennino, by sculptor Giovanni Bologna8

The Appalacian Mountain Range9
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Dispersal
It is from the Appalachian Mountain range that we find the specimen Concord Grey. While there are
innumerable locations in which granite deposits have formed across the United States, there is one
site that is the source of the most abundantly extracted granite: Concord, New Hampshire. This area
is important as it is a large consolidated deposit of this normally intrusive material, but as an active
quarry, the site is restricted to measure. Its range in distribution allows one to measure the specimen
in several areas outside of the quarry, however. The dispersion from one site to others through time
allows Concord Grey to be conveyed as a hyperobject.
In speaking to hyperobjects, author Timothy Morton states, “Objects are Tardis-like, larger on the
inside than the outside. Objects are uncanny.” He continues the argument of the nature of all objects
having multiple facets of characteristics in stating that they [hyperpbjects], “compose an untotalizable
nonwhole set that defies holism and reductionism. There is thus no top object that gives all objects
value and meaning, and no bottom object to which they can be reduced.”10 Viewing granite via this
lens allows one to see that it is possible for Concord Grey to be a hyperobject, a dynamic object, as it
is also a vehicle for other activities and meanings.
Throughout the United States, granite has been used to construct anything and everything, from street
curbs, to pillars, to entire buildings. Its ability to replace marble and other architectural materials gave
it priority to become an ornamental deity of the nineteenth century. Although true, this limited it to a
glorified icon, standing in proxy for loved ones, deities, and that which is beyond human comprehension
(or willingness to comprehend). This thesis serves as a way to investigate this material beyond the
limitations of a physical material, surpassing icons or monuments, and be seen as a fluid and lively
member of the environment known today.
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Concord Grey granite has been
exhumed and cut into countless pieces,
distributed in an array of forms in our
urban spaces throughout the United
States. Utilized for its beauty and
durability as a public interface, this
material is rarely noticed anymore.
Ironically, its static form taken as these
architectural units is only a moniker
of humans’ limited understanding of
it, and a reassemblage of its original,
solidified state.
“We think stone persists only because it
outlasts. We trust stone as archive and
monument, but we may as well write on
water.”11
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Findings & Conclusions
Working as a basic foundation of understanding, Phase 01 has allowed for the study and mapping
of the solid state of granites. Geologic and geographic sciences were implemented in simplifying the
process of ascension and placement of granite as a material. This basic understanding provides a
foundation to move forward to study Concord Grey more abstractly.
Through this phase it has become apparent that Concord Grey granite far predates humans’ perception
of its lithic life. Active as a hyperobject, this material transcends the human timescale, and further
research must be done beyond a traditional material study. Alternative approaches will be ideal, as
previously mentioned, anything occupying space must change through time. In this case, decaying and
operating within the existing rules of physics on earth, this material must do so as well.
According to Morton’s teachings on hyperobjects, he is “afraid this is a case of either-or: holism or
not. The parts are not replaceable components of the whole. The more we open up the Russian doll of
an object, the more objects we find inside.”12 After reviewing the histories and lithic character of this
material, we are left wondering if this is the extent of its existence.
Foundations of understanding granite as a basic building material in this phase are sufficient to move
forward to the following phases. In exploring other facets of its existence, partially metaphorically as
icons and monuments, and also with literal scientific data, additional research regarding this material
will assist in peeling back the layers of Concord Grey’s life. Moving forward it is important to compare
and contrast new material with the lithic timescale from Phase 01 to better understand the differences
between granite and other construction materials. In order to do so, it will be important to delineate
a datum to measure this from; a datum which is holistic, yet clear in its conveyance of the narrative of
this complex material.
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Clarity must effectively match the alacrity of this granite so that it can be represented in a measurable
fashion. Yet, this is arguably the main roadblock to understanding anything in the landscape effectively.
According to Edward Tufte, escaping this flatland is the essential task of envisioning information - for
all the interesting worlds (physical, biological, imaginary, human) that we seek to understand are
inevitably and happily multivariate in nature. Not flatlands.13 Moving forward, the limitations of current
ideologies must be taken into consideration.

Assessment
Held to a limited perception of time, humans have a very specific vantage, and therefore, common
knowledge of granite. For this reason, the human timescale will be utilized as a datum for comparisons,
as in the logarithmic chart of the activity of granites. Time is a very difficult element to mark, and
therefore, represent. This is also a large issue with the current standards of representing the landscape.
Motion-less, and two dimensional, they fall short of an accurate representation of the dynamicies of
life around us.
In the following investigations, it will be of utmost importance to take into consideration the limitations
of traditional representation tactics and answer the following questions: What if these qualities of
granite could be interacted with in a temporal and tactile form? What would this look like? Measuring
this phenomena based on human time and human perception of time will be the main task set forth.
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“Objects compose an untotalizable nonwhole set that defies holism and reductionism. There
is thus no top object that gives all objects value and meaning, and no bottom object to which
they can be reduced.” - Timothy Morton¹
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Phase 02

Registeration : Atomic Time
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Abstract
A seemingly innocuous material today, why should we need, or even want, to know about Concord
Grey’s active qualities? Not only does granite exist on an incredibly slow timescale, it also operates
in the thick of a diverse and very rapid metamorphology. This phase is an introduction into the highly
active facet of granite, its atomic decay. Continuing to use the metaphors of unseen realms and the
mechanistic translations of cameras, the investigation in this phase will seek to translate the activities
of particles at play.
An antagonist in our urban spaces, these lightspeed particles are an interruption in the fabric of time
and space in which we coexist. As a naturally architectural material, granite gives us sites to hike
and recreate, to ascend above the treeline to promontories of spiritual encounters. As a man made
architectural material, it is durable beyond our lives, and allows for the strongest foundations and
elaborate sculptures. Although these examples may seem like the limits of our perception of granite,
our interactions with the stone transcend a visual encounter.
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Introduction

Methods

The coexistence of organisms is wrought with complications, in time and space and realms we do
not typically see. This is the case with the atomic scale of granite, for its conglomerate of minerals
include some of which are highly active. As the minerals decay to produce the decay chains of uranium
and thorium, granite begins to operate at the speed of light and is sustained for eons.² Several New
England cities will be visited, where the measurement of beta and gamma radiation will be taken,
according to roughly a one-mile traverse through operating main streets of each city. Identifying and
measuring this irascible activity will serve as the foundation of data for investigations in Phase 03.

1. Test registration methods
2. Obtain data of granite in major local main streets
3. Choose one of the streets to further study
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Unseen Particles
The unseen particles sought to be investigated in this phase are known almost entirely scientifically,
and not typically viewed through any other lens. Even though interacting with our bodies daily, and
present throughout the spectrum from more natural to more urban, they are demonized and hidden.
One common view is that, if one looks deep enough -lift the pavement as it were- one may find crawling
creatures of darkness and evil.3 Unseen, and therefore, unknown qualities of Concord Grey may appear
alien and unrelatable if projected into the human realm, so we are faced with the challenge of not
only seeing these atomic particles, but also assessing and translating them into a viable source of
communication.
The charged particles of alpha and beta radiation, and charged rays of gamma radiation, are flying
around and through us at any given moment, yet Interacting in a dialogue is impracticable. Shown in
the upper right image, gamma rays have the energy to perforate the entire human body, beta particles
can penetrate the skin and organ tissue, and alpha particles have a limited energy, but can be inhaled,
causing great amounts of damage. The exact dangers are open to translation, but it can be said that
there is truly an interaction on many levels.4 The device in the image right is the Geiger-Mueller counter
that was used to measure the levels of radioactivity of Concord Grey, shown in the diagram on the
page opposite. This accumulated readings are measured in Sieverts, or units of human exposure and
absorption, which is explained further in a chart on page 28.
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Alpha Particles
Beta Particles

Relative radioactivity of Concord Grey
[in the unit of 1 quarried block]⁵
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Relative Radiation
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⁶
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But because of its density, extensiveness, tempo, and force, there is something in rock that is actively
unknowable, something that will not surrender itself to stabilities, a truth behind the trope that stone
rebukes epistemology. In that reproach inheres a trigger to human creativity and a provocation to
cross-ontological fellowship.7 When interfacing with natural phenomena in general, humans are faced
with the the decision to ackowledge, and even then, still confronted with the paradox of the seen and
unseen. Which takes the forefront of our attention, the seen or the unseen? The adjacent graphics
show the conglomeration of geologies and particle activities, as well as correlating mines and quarries.

Geology of NH 8

Radioactive Granites 8

Concord Grey
Binary Granite Strain

Thorium Particles
in Air 8

Uranium Particles
in Air 8

Quarries & Mines 8
Concord, NH
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New Hampshire is filled with quarries and mines, shown
here with relative levels of radioactivity.8 Concord is the
largest and only active granite quarry, active since the
late 1800s. The spike to the north (left) is Redstone
Quarry area, respectively.
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Testing
The white line marks the “safe” level of background radiation, according to the U.S. Government⁹
Although exact levels of safety have changed throughout history, and are seemingly based per opinion,
this demarcation gives a datum from which to measure activity. Spikes in the measurements (colored),
are locations of granite material, such as museums, churches, or even a sidewalk curb.
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Concord, New Hampshire

Manchester, New Hampshire

Portland, Maine
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Transects - Providence, RI
As this site is a historic New England city, it is a prime place to investigate granitic architectural
construction and activity. Via the lens of the Geiger counter probes, the represented transects are
layered upon with the related levels of alpha, beta, and gamma radiation. The highly sensitive device
used for this portion of the investigation will effectively read the full spectrum of isotopic radiation and
convert it to units of absorption of radiation to the human body, sieverts.

1.0 usv

0.50 usv

0.15 usv

Westminster Street
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Findings & Conclusions
The testings in Phase 02 show that the atomic decay present in Concord Grey is highly active, and
therefore, the correlation can be made that it is also highly volatile in urban spaces. Of the New
England cities studied, Providence allows for more in depth and spontaneous investigations as for its
proximity to Rhode Island School of Design. As an active antagonist in our urban spaces, it is clear the
atomic particles are actively warping spaces. The warping of the perception of it is available to tap into
also. The challenge here is transcending its architectural facade it is used in proxy for, and therefore,
the visual encounter of it. It is important to keep in mind the conglomerate, grained nature of this
stone, as is evident by its definition:
Granite: Origin, mid 17th century: from Italian granito, literally ‘grained’, from grano ‘grain’, from Latin
granum.10
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Assessment
Phase 02 has served as an initial probe into the unseen qualities of the stone specimen, but is
simply one layer to the sum total of investigations. To further enhance this facet of Concord Grey, the
human aspect of the equation must be investigated also. In setting up the dialogue between humans
and granite by way of an immersive intervention in Providence, this active relationship will be made
incarnate by some form. Through a series of studies and experiments, the resultant forms will be
balanced to represent the seen and unseen accordingly.
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“Materiality is not just a question of materials or the province of mediums. It fundamentally means activating material
relations and conveying their transformation.” - Giuliana Bruno1
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Phase 03

Where We Are : Human Time
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Abstract
Now better understood, moving simultaneously slower than humans can fathom, and faster than humans
can perceive, Concord Grey is impossible to approach in fullness. In seeing this granite in person, we
are given one snapshot where the human and non-human intersect. Perceived as motionless, in reality
a dynamic symphony of flying particles and atoms are being emitted and exchanged unbeknownst to
most humans. How can one do so, and how may one dwell in this field of perception, even being able
to converse with it?
The communication between human and non-human entities must be assessed further in order to
access it via registration. Already immersed in a field of activity, specified tooling and translation upon
those tools must be metered in order for the human element to dwell in this field. Here we can thank
the advent of cameras, which although now innocuous, are undoubtedly and continually perspicuous
in delivery, and allow us to reach beyond biological perception.
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Introduction

Methods

Natural phenomena (i.e. shadows, effects of wind, etc.) are typically difficult to register and describe,
granitoid phenomena are no exception. With its scalar omnipresence, it must be seen at both the lithic
scale, and the atomic scale in which it operates, compressed to the scale from which humans can
perceive. Its unseen and unheard qualities present an incredible challenge in registering due to this
layered life. As previously noted, humans can only perceive the environment within the limited scope
ranging from the blink of an eye to the extent of a relatively short life.

1. Develop tooling to translate atomic activity
2. Study materials that translate the overall life of Concord Grey
3. Deploy research and beta testing on pilot site

Phase 03 is an investigation into fascilitating encounters, and eventually beginning to perceive, how
granite moves around people. Studying and eventually borrowing materials, surfaces, and phenomena
by which to translate this dynamic activity will be crucial in this phase. Pregnant with phenomena,
the surface of the granite is awaiting cinematic registration that borders the human timescale. The
following investigation peers into this and is framed by humans’ limited perception of the surrounding
environment.
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One of the most visible anthropocentric marks in the timeline of stone is a quarry. Starting with this
initial intersection of the human and non-human, a datum in geological history, materiality, and vivacity
can be registered clearly. This is inherent in understanding the larger picture and where we interact
with and reside in the scale(s) of its existence. Itself an inscription of human timescale, quarries
metaphorically serve as a faster version of natural ascension of the material, bringing it from under the
dark surface of the earth into the light. For Concord Grey granite specifically, its extraction began in
1883, and continues today in the only active granite quarry of New Hampshire. Dispersed beyond this
locus, its hurried transportation among the human timescale begins here.
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1. Drilling/Rough-sizing

2. Extraction

3. Transportation 1st Stage

4. Transportation 2nd Stage

5. Precise-sizing/Ornamentation

6. Transportation 3rd Stage/Construction
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Timeline Abstract of Granite
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As seen in this representation of the anthropocentric timeline of Concord Grey, it is quite evident that it is an accelerated
movement compared to the natural system. While obvious as it may seem that sequestering this stone’s radioactivity and restoring
it to its original, buried state is ideal, this is a premature conclusion. What does the future site look like...is it mnemonic...how
temporal is it?
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Probes
Even when in physical proximity, granites’ most lively qualities are unperceivable to our eyes. These
stones exist on a timescale that is millennia long, but is also one that is fractions of a second long.
These probes are a portion of the forensic investigation into how we may perceive the latter. From the
somewhat stationary vantage point of a human being, one is limited to reaching into other realms and
timescales from one fixed point in time. By way of tooling and devices, drawing from the expanded
paradigmatic archive of granitic interactions with humans is possible.
Probing into our surrounding environment allows us to tap into normally undetectable or unrecognized
phenomenological patterns and events, which then allows for further and more robust research.
The investigation throughout this thesis utilizes multiple Geiger-Mueller counters to make an initial
translation of the isotopic radiation of Concord Grey. This device, shown in the image right, uses the
charged particles emitted from the granite to register via light.
Radiation entering the tube ionizes the inert gas, arcing between the electrodes, the anode and
cathode (positive and negative leads). An electric current is produced, sending an electric signal to a
speaker and/or light. The Geiger counter in this investigation uses both a piezo speaker and led light.
The current pulses are counted by a scaler and a count is obtained whenever the gas is ionized by
radiation.2 Shown on the page opposite, probes using a Geiger counter were constructed in order to
study the effects of material layering, lighting, and application upon registration clarity.
An obvious advantage of the led is the direct and immediate correlation to the ionizing charge of the
granite. The more sporadic than rhythmic activity of the radiation feels humanized and engaging as
it reads what seems to be a pulse of the granite. As humans, we find more pleasure in discovery than
in knowing; while knowledge provides comfort, uncertainty keeps us alive and engaged in the world.
Architecture is awkwardly sited in this realm of unceratinty.3 Moving forward, the efficiency and clarity
provided by this vehicle will be carried into following investigations.
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Probe 1 - geiger/light filter

Probe 2 - light filter material test

Probe 3 - geiger/real-time video feed

Probe 1 - registering particles

Probe 2 - light emitting through its layers

Probe 3 - view portal
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Exposure
Where electric-based probes allow for live time registration of granitic radiation, a more visceral and
tactile layer to the registrations is ensuring an expanded view from human time is to promote an
extended exposure of film to light, say, two or three times the blink of an eye. This is a simple way to test
the elasticity of one’s perception of their environment. Instead of becoming a static two dimensional
image, resultant products tell of phenomena based in movement that are allowed to come into play.
Firstly, what is the blink of an eye? Accounting for about 300-400 milliseconds of time (1/3 to 1/4 of a
second), this is an informal unit of time used throughout humans’ existence. Even though humans are
able to receive information from images as quickly as 13 milliseconds,4 this is still much slower than
the speed of emission of particles from Concord Grey. Exposure of light sensitive film allows a fixed
registry of a phenomenon such as this, in measured amount of time. Yet, there must be more layers
accompanying this in order to make a rigorous argument for this granite’s mobility.
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Upon reviewing writings on the effects of space radiation on film12 and Turrell’s
Dinnebito,5 it was evident that exposure to light was a possibility in human-scaled
registry. To further investigate, an ad hoc probe was implemented, where under
darkroom conditions, a polaroid would be exposed for an extended time to granite
through the lens of an old box camera. This setup allows for a sealed exposure
through a dispersal lens, allowing for repeated tests. After several failed attempts,
it was found that two hours time before developing the polaroid film is ideal
amount of exposure. This is possible as gamma radiation is part of the ultraviolet
(UV) spectrum.

Gamma Radiation [Light Spectrum]
Exposure Probe, Probe 6
Test 01
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As the tests of instant film exposure were successful, the effect of radiation was quantifiable by the
resultant amount of dots of concentrated exposure. Utilizing this type of probe, it is time to implement
this investigation upon the pilot site of Providence, Rhode Island. These [eventually] static registrations
of powerful gamma radiation allow for a quick reading of the basic radioactivity of any piece of granite,
as long as the operation can be performed in low light conditions. Walking 5 separate transects
through the historic downtown, structures of Concord Grey were identified and polaroids suspended
above their surface, concealed in a black shroud. Each piece of film was then developed after receiving
1 hour of exposure.
After the ten minutes of chemical exposure the capture was complete, with the simple device acting
as a reminder of the entanglement of the human and non-human. Perception is key in the culmination
of this thesis investigation, with the power to alter paradigmatic norms of the solidity of this stone.
Artist James Turrell’s practices altering the human field of perception in his “viewing chambers” to
underscore that a viewing experience takes place and is configured spatially, not as a mere looking at,
but rather as a looking into.6 For Turrell, the frame becomes the architecture of a passage, and treats
surface as chamber, becoming an inhabitable space.7

Test 02

Test 03

Test 04

Test 05

Gamma radiation spots
Test 06
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1.0 usv

Siting
Page opposite, these compiled measurements show a unique spike of activity around Providence City
Hall and directly adjacent streets. The site chosen is a dark pedestrian way at the end of Fulton
Street, which will be referred to as Fulton Street alley hereinafter. Grounded now in the specificities
of a singular site, the investigation must move further into the interdimentional qualities of the thesis
incarnate, synchronizing the language of Concord Grey with people. Fulton Street alley marks a locus in
which the veil between the human and non-human can converse through for millennia.
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Pine Street

0.15 usv

Geologic Radiation Levels of Providence
[alpha, beta, gamma radiation]
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Intervention
Supplanting the previous data with an immersive environment, the element(s) placed in the site must
take command of it spatially, calling into performance the directly interfaced phenomenon. In a way, it
is operating as stimmung, surpassing simply a space or icon, the invisible atomic activity must invade
our vision, just as it does our bodies. Stimmung, that is, atmosphere, understood in a particular
sense as a resonating environment that resonates within.8
To what end does this stimmung operate on this side of the veil of perception? Is there a thickness to
it; a tangible viscosity? Is there a clear connection between the internal and external phenomena of
the surface of the ground? An interruption to the human timescale just as humans’ to it, this granite
must be translated into an alter-physical presence in the alley, with the capacity to evolve and move.
Equipping the stone with these characteristics will seem almost human-like, with a pulse that can be
read with or without touching it.
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Lighted hula hooper walking by the
alley, registered around 5 blinks of
an eye [as an example of extended
registration]
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Materiality is not just a question of materials or the province of mediums. It fundamentally means
activating material relations and conveying their transformation.9 Interpreting the voice of a material
that is said to have no ability to vocalize is the unique quandary found with stone. However, an ensemble
of borrowed phenomena may be able to convert familiar sensations into a new understanding of our
environment. To shake the paradigm that leaves humans viewing Concord Grey’s vivacity disparate from
its physical form, they must be shown that it does have a language, and in fact, does speak.
Choosing a material that is both fluid and solid, all the while projecting phenomena, is a complex
task. Mirrored acrylic that is then laser cut and glued to silk is the conglomerate assemblage that
fits the bill. Displacement of light from the source of the surface allows for the alacrity and dispersal
that is accurate and within a spectrum that humans can perceive easily. Displacement may bring the
utilization of a device or intervention into a new context as a way to understand new relationships
within a greater field.10 In this investigation it will target the phenomenon of Concord Grey and help to
understand its complexities through new relationships, borrowed phenomena.
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Faceted, reflective skin to capture and
supplant the phenomenon of geologic
radioactivity present
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No longer bifurcated, the lithic and atomic lives of this granite can be revealed through this complex
visual telegraphic interface. Retrieving certain contextual cues moves the seemingly solid surface in
a scalar shift, mimicking the movement of the atomic decay of the granite’s surface. It is now clearly
representational of a science of process rather than state, of becoming rather than being, of movement
rather than stasis.
The guts of the device, seen page opposite, are a plethora of wires, gears, and microprocessors; a
hack into the natural world by which we are given sensory feedback. A multi-layered approach gives the
interface an emission of sound to hear, light to see, movement to touch, as the servo motors articulate
the reflective surface while ticking per arc of the Geiger tubes. The surface reflected upon is a deeper
layer from which later investigations will delve.
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The servos that fire via the geiger
counters by way of the arduino
microprocessor, alternate clockwise
and counter-clockwise per signal they
receive.
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In dealing with the complexity multiple surfaces, of the: granite, device, wall, and viewers’ eye, this
intervention does require further investigation into its meaning and overall purpose. Successfully,
however, a type of mnemonic feeling is aroused as the device surface articulates at a rhythm instigated
by the ions flying about. This, in part, lends it to be the embodiment of a thing, a natural, almost
intelligent internal mechanism.
An intelligence is further implied since it seems as if it knows a person is near. As researched in
Phase 01, weather such as humidity effects isotopic radioactivity, also true for the humidity humans
expel from their bodies in an envelope surrounding them. This then leads the person experiencing this
encounter to possibly wonder and inquire, assessing the signals upon the wall of an adjacent structure.
What is it telling me? Why is it responding to my proximity?
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Rendering of the phenomenological
qualities of Fulton Street alley. The
intervention utilizes the surface of the
water to compound light refraction,
while its liveliness of articulation is a
metaphor of life below.
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Findings & Conclusions
This phase produced an in depth investigation of probing into the unseen realms of phenomena and
atomic time, culminating in an intervention on a site in Providence, RI. The resultant assemblage
delivered compelling feedback in a form unanticipated, yet quite successful nonetheless. An amplified
experience and sense of a greater space is evident in this intervention, especially with the mirrored
surface, which reflects a person as they interact with it, and may even fog up as an increased frequency
in feedback takes way.
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Assessment
A good first step in grounding the research, the device produced renders Concord Grey phenomenon
in the alley drastically much more transparent and tactile than before. Is there a didactic quality to
add to this intervention? More investigation is needed into the possibility of translating more along
the geologic timescale.
Perhaps delving into the granular and conglomerate qualities of granite will allow for a more didactic
interplay between the human and non-human entities present in a given space. This wholly depends
on the audience, and the site, yet the language should remain universal and mnemonic in nature. Are
there numerous devices that measure, translate, and display signals, before then feeding into a larger
system and discussion?
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Case Studies
Appennino, by Giovanni Bologna - This large humanoid sculpture was carved from stone in 1579, in
Villa Medici at Pratolino, north of Florence, Italy. A personification of the Apennine mountain ranges,
it’s sculpted as though on that minimal margin between landscape and man, its smooth skin emerging
out of the rough terrain or metamorphosing back into a mountain.1

68

A Chandelier for One of Many Possible Ends, by Phillip David Stearns - An installation at the
Burchfield Penney Art Center in Buffalo, New York through March 2015, it translates in live-time the
background radioactivity in the space. Stearns developed this piece in response to the Fukushima
Daiichi nuclear disaster of 2011.2

69

The Living, by David benjamin & Soo-in Yang - In their 2016 project, constructed in in Seoul, Korea,
their permanent pavilion seeks to display air quality and public interest in the environment. Also a
real-time data driven structure, the dynamic lighting responds to the interactive facade. Starting with
the map of the city and existing air monitoring stations, the team contorts this map and information to
become more dynamic and didactic.3
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La Ville Molle, by Benjamin Bore’ - This installation was created for the biennale d’art contemporain
de Bourges 2010.5 Meant to “question the harshness of the city”, this piece was centered in a square
for pedestrians and passersby to interact with. It toes the threshold of architecture, fun, and intellect
very fluidly. The take-away from this project is the ability for a material to engage people as the engage
it - therefore questioning it.
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